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Q. Please state your name and occupation. 1 

A. My name is Nathaniel Doromal.  I am a software engineer in the finance industry. 2 

Q. Where do you live? 3 

A. I live with my fiancée in Chicago on 1015 W.  Jackson Blvd., in apartment 2A. 4 

Q. When did you start living in your current apartment? 5 

A. My lease started on May 31, 2014, but for travel reasons my fiancée and I did not move 6 

into the apartment until June 8, 2014.  I started transferring utility accounts to my name 7 

during the week of June 16th. 8 

Q. Please describe the process by which you set up your utility accounts. 9 

A. On June 18th, I called ComEd and successfully set up my electrical service account.  10 

When I finished, the ComEd representative offered to transfer me to another 11 

representative who could set up new accounts for my remaining utilities including my gas 12 

service from Peoples Gas.  I agreed and was transferred to another representative. 13 

Q. Please describe the process by which you set up your Peoples Gas account. 14 

A. I provided the representative all the information she needed to set up a Peoples Gas 15 

account.  During our conversation, the representative also mentioned the possibility of 16 

“expediting the account,” which she claimed would enable my Peoples Gas account to be 17 

set up and ready in two days instead of the “normal” five days.  I accepted her offer to 18 

expedite the creation of my account.  I finished my business on June 18th believing I 19 

would have a working Peoples Gas account by June 20th.    20 

Q. Was a Peoples Gas account created by June 20th? 21 

A. No.  On Sunday, June 22nd I discovered to my surprise that the water heater and stove in 22 

my apartment had stopped working.  I later learned that Peoples Gas had terminated my 23 
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gas service on June 20th.  Because my mother had visited us over the weekend, my 24 

fiancée and I did not have the opportunity to discover the termination of our service until 25 

Sunday.   26 

Q. Did you attempt to re-initiate gas service? 27 

A. Yes.  I called Peoples Gas twice on the morning of Monday, June 23rd to resolve the 28 

disconnection.  The first representative I reached informed me that People Gas had sent a 29 

disconnection notice the previous week and had terminated my gas service on June 20th.  30 

He also claimed to have found my account, but ultimately failed to find the proper gas 31 

meter number. 32 

Q. Did you ever see a disconnection notice sent by Peoples Gas? 33 

A. I wasn’t aware of any notice when I attempted to set up an account on June 18th or called 34 

in response to the termination of my service on June 23rd.  I hadn’t checked my mailbox 35 

in the midst of my moving activity.  However, I had no reason to expect such a notice 36 

because I believed the representative I reached through ComEd had already set up my 37 

account.  I checked my mailbox after my conversation with the Peoples Gas 38 

representative on June 23rd, and found a disconnection notice dated June 17th. 39 

Q. Turning your attention to the exhibit marked AG Exhibit 6.1, do you recognize this 40 

exhibit? 41 

A. Yes.  AG Exhibit 6.1 is a copy of the disconnection notice sent by Peoples Gas, dated 42 

June 17, 2014.  The notice is not addressed to my name, but to the “current resident.”  43 

The notice claims that Peoples Gas is aware that gas is being supplied to my unit without 44 

an active account, and that I should call them “immediately” to apply for an account.  The 45 

notice does not indicate when they would terminate my gas service or if I had a grace 46 
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period. 47 

Q. Is this exhibit a true and accurate copy of the disconnection notice dated June 17, 48 

2014? 49 

A. Yes. 50 

Q. Has this notice been altered in any way? 51 

A. No. 52 

Q. Now turning your attention to your apartment unit, are you aware whether your 53 

apartment had been vacant prior to your move-in on June 8th? 54 

A. I know that my apartment was vacant during the month of May. 55 

Q. Turning your attention back to your calls to Peoples Gas on June 23rd, did you 56 

make a second attempt to create a Peoples Gas account? 57 

A. Yes.  When the first Peoples Gas representative could not find my meter number, I called 58 

again.  The second representative I reached found my apartment and gas meter number 59 

but informed me that an account under my name did not exist.  I had to go through the 60 

same procedures and provide all of the same information as the week before, during my 61 

first attempt to set up a Peoples Gas account.  After spending a considerable amount of 62 

time talking to the second representative, she additionally demanded my apartment lease 63 

documents and two forms of identification.  She claimed that the required additional 64 

information was “standard procedure” in the event of a gas service disconnection, even 65 

when I informed her that my gas service should never have been terminated in the first 66 

place.  I asked to speak with a supervisor, but the representative claimed she could only 67 

find a “team lead.”  She connected me to the team lead after placing me on hold for about 68 

forty-five minutes. 69 
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Q. Did the team lead resolve your gas service disconnection on June 23rd without 70 

requiring additional documentation? 71 

A. No.  The “team lead” identified himself as a member of the “escalation team.”  He only 72 

repeated the previous representative’s statements and claimed my gas had been obtained 73 

“illegally.”  When I asked him what types of identification they would accept, he 74 

informed me I could submit copies of my driver’s license and Social Security card.  I left 75 

work around noon to obtain my lease and identification documentation and faxed the 76 

information to Peoples Gas at around 1:30 pm on June 23rd. 77 

Q. When did Peoples Gas respond? 78 

A. The representative I called on June 23rd had assured me that “enrollment services” would 79 

contact me by June 25th.  On June 24th, I called Peoples Gas to verify their receipt of my 80 

documentation.  They informed me they had received my information and my application 81 

was being reviewed.  I called again on the evening of June 25th because I had received no 82 

word from enrollment services.  The Peoples Gas representative’s instruction remained 83 

the same: wait for a call from enrollment services.  They finally contacted me on June 84 

26th, and I scheduled an appointment for a worker to visit my apartment on Monday, 85 

June 30th.  On June 30, 2014, a Peoples Gas worker visited my apartment and reinstated 86 

my gas service. 87 

Q. How would you describe the effectiveness of Peoples Gas in resolving the 88 

termination of your service? 89 

A. They were incapable of solving the problems they created in a timely manner.  I gave the 90 

representative transferred to me by ComEd all the information she requested.  The 91 

representative assured me that my account would be set up in two days.  Instead of 92 
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providing me a working account, two days later Peoples Gas terminated my gas service.  93 

The Peoples Gas representatives I reached responded to my situation with extraordinary 94 

indifference.  They insisted on imposing “standard procedures” for “illegal” procurement 95 

of gas service despite the fact that I had already attempted to set up an account the day 96 

after Peoples Gas sent a disconnection notice and two days before they terminated my gas 97 

service. 98 

Q. Has the inability of Peoples Gas to resolve the termination of your service affected 99 

you personally? 100 

 Yes.  Although I gave them all of the documentation they requested on June 18th and 101 

again on June 23rd, Peoples Gas took an amazing amount of time to set up my account 102 

and address my disconnection.  Peoples Gas created my account and reinstated my gas 103 

service on Monday, June 30th – twelve days after I first requested service.  My fiancée 104 

and I spent more than a week, including two weekends, unable to cook or use hot water. 105 

The deprivation of my gas service was a major inconvenience for both of us. 106 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 107 

A. Yes. 108 


